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Continued...  

by John Halstead Capitalizing on Cosmetic Repairs 

Small repairs such as bumpers, dings, scratches, and minor dents can be considered either a 

nuisance or an opportunity! Many dealerships don’t have a collision center, or their own shops are 

too busy with more “lucrative” repairs subletting these repairs to “lot lizards” or firms that specialize 

in cosmetic repairs. Independent shops receive these repairs from dealerships, auctions, rental car 

companies, used car facilities, as well as in the normal course of business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Having a specialized process and a trained small-repair technician can turn potential distractions 

into profitable repairs. Benefits of being “GREAT” at processing small repairs include: 

 

 More repair vs. replacement labor offers your techs more work, while improving this metric for 

insurers with fewer parts to process and handle 

 Utilization of lesser skilled labor (not master techs) 

 Less blending (especially with bumpers) that may not be compensated with fewer color match 

issues 

 Faster turnaround with same day or next day delivery; reducing overall cycle time 

 Improved customer satisfaction 

 Being more cost-competitive on small repairs 
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Every paint manufacturer has a “small damage repair process” utilizing UV curing, special 

primers, fast curing clears and specialized spray guns. Many instances of bumper damage can be 

repaired via plastic welding equipment or with plastic repair products. The latter turns the cost of a 

new bumper into labor hours that make the repair vs replacement decision a no-brainer for both an 

insurer and the collision center. 

 

Insurers increasingly write for “repair within panel” repairs that dramatically reduce labor times. 

There is an opportunity to make these and other “scratch and dent” repairs more profitable though a 

specialized small repair process, if identified upfront. 

 

Most of these repairs do not require the skills of a Master Tech, but can be performed by a less 

experienced tech with proper training. This lowers your labor cost, so you can be more competitive. 

Materials can be costed, based on actual usage plus a mark-up. These repairs utilize few, if any, 

parts. 

Tip to Consider: 

If you would like to capture more cosmetic repairs, you may want to re-think how 

you “bid” those repairs. Current estimating practices may not be the best method 

of pricing cosmetic repairs to make them affordable to consumers, insurers, or 

internal customers while retaining adequate gross profit. You may wish to 

approach them on either a cost-plus, or a flat rate per repair (bid) basis. 

 

 Focus on actual cost and clock time; bear in mind fair compensation for “B” or even “C” level 

techs 

 Perform an RO census to identify RO’s or portions of RO’s that could be repaired in this manner 

PLUS additional repairs that you could capture if you had a process and trained personnel to 

handle them 

 Choose a capable, productive Prep tech, train them appropriately, and establish a profitable pay 

plan 

 Train Damage Writers to identify and flag these repair opportunities 

 

The key is to create a quadruple “WIN” scenario for customers, insurers, techs, and your shop by 

capturing more small and cosmetic repairs, and completing them faster. 
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